Become
(and remain)
the disruptor

with FUJITSU Quantum-Inspired
Computing Digital Annealer

Are you ready to
launch the next wave
of digital disruption?
If you thought digital disruption was
a one-off process to be completed (or
resisted), unlocking a new, better world
driven by technology, then think again.

The question for anyone with influence over organizational
strategy is how to ensure, from now on, you become and
remain the disruptor – the agenda-setter.

Using the Fujitsu Digital Annealer Solution, innovators now
have the ability to calculate – instantly – the optimum
sequence of steps for service and production processes
from quintillions of possible alternatives. This can be in
robot optimization in automotive and manufacturing setups, congestion-free traffic route optimization for logistics
companies, portfolio investment decisions for banks to
minimize risk during financial crises, and accelerated drug
discovery with faster molecular similarity identification for
pharmaceuticals companies. The Digital Annealer solution,
which includes an end-to-end consulting, service and delivery
offering not only enables organizations to massively optimize
their businesses but also to create new disruptive market
opportunities in their sectors.

Fujitsu is co-creating exactly this capability with its customers
– today – working with global banks, the world’s most
successful manufacturers, pharmaceutical companies and
many others. Fujitsu has been deploying a revolutionary new
way of optimizing intractable problems in real time – one
that scales as the size of the problem increases. We call the
underlying technology FUJITSU Quantum-Inspired Computing
Digital Annealer.

For a manufacturer, this means reaching new levels of
efficiency that can avoid the cost of a new factory. For
infrastructure intensive industries it means much greater
certainty of return on investment. For governments, it
means a far greater probability of meeting climate change
commitments or creating workable solutions to improve
urban mobility. For medical science, it means revolutionizing
medicine through faster drug discovery.

Quantum-inspired computing is the new disruption

Imagine near-instant, continuous calculations on this scale
and complexity, making possible what was only fantasy until
now. And it can all be integrated into existing infrastructure
environments and hence to existing processes – saving time,
reducing risk and minimizing investment.

Whatever digital transformation you have encountered so
far is just the beginning. As computing continues to advance,
new waves of disruption are coming – and will continue to
arrive with increasing frequency.

The key to business success is all about optimization of
value, risk, product, and process. FUJITSU Quantum-Inspired
Computing Digital Annealer is that key – and is available to
solve real world problems today.

You can now create the next wave of disruption in your
sector, today.

What could optimization
of intractable problems
mean to your organization?
The next wave of disruption is here,
and it’s based on optimizing problems
that are intractable today.
These are called ‘combinatorial optimization’ problems
and can easily scale out of control as the size of the
calculation increases.
Whenever an organization does something – anything –
there are variables. Should you do a or b first? What if factor
x came into play in one scenario but not another? The more
variables you add to the model, the more accurate the
result becomes. From working out the most efficient way
to deliver the optimum amount of cash to ATMs in a single
town, to planning an entire global manufacturing schedule,
identifying the optimum solution is the way you make
profit and ensure you are ahead of the market.

The difficulty is that any reasonably complex optimization
calculation will have quintillions of possible solutions,
making it very hard to obtain an outcome.
For example, traffic route optimization with five pairs of
start and destination points involves 10100 possible routes to
avoid overlaps between vehicles and minimize traffic delays.
This is a use case that has been investigated by numerous
global automotive vendors for mobility platforms and by
and governments to reduce carbon emissions and for the
betterment of society.

What gives
Digital Annealer
What gives
its unique
Digital Annealer
advantages?
its unique
advantages?

The power of the Digital Annealer end-to-end solution lies in
Fujitsu’s quantum-inspired digital architecture that leverages
innovations in ultra-high-density circuit integration and
high-performance processing. The Digital Annealer solution
today supports an 8,192-bit fully connected architecture
The power of the Digital Annealer end-to-end solution lies in
with a promising roadmap to support a 1 million-bit scale
Fujitsu’s quantum-inspired digital architecture that leverages
solution. This ground-breaking solution is inspired by the
innovations in ultra-high-density circuit integration and
key characteristics of quantum computing - superposition,
high-performance processing. The Digital Annealer solution
quantum tunneling and entanglement - enabling the
today supports an 8,192-bit fully connected architecture
Digital Annealer to evaluate multiple potential options
with a promising roadmap to support a 1 million-bit scale
simultaneously – and deliver lightning-fast insights.
solution. This ground-breaking solution is inspired by the
key characteristics of quantum computing - superposition,
When it comes to performance, FUJITSU Quantum-Inspired
quantum tunneling and entanglement - enabling the
Computing Digital Annealer is:
Digital Annealer to evaluate multiple potential options
simultaneously
and deliver
lightning-fast
insights.
•
Up to 10,000–times
faster than
industry standard
computing*
When it comes to performance, FUJITSU Quantum-Inspired
• 12 Moore’s Law generations ahead of current processors
Computing Digital Annealer is:
• Set to support much larger-scale optimization
• Up to 10,000 times faster than industry standard
calculations in real-time with a promising roadmap
computing*
to 1 million-bit scale.
• 12 Moore’s Law generations ahead of current processors
Yet, from a practical perspective, the Digital Annealer
• Set to support much larger-scale optimization
operates at data center temperatures and does not need
calculations in real-time with a promising roadmap
special cooling: in other words, it works with digital circuits
to 1 million-bit scale.
at room temperature, and fits into a standard data center
rack – or can be run in the cloud – without needing any
Yet, from a practical perspective, the Digital Annealer
specific expertise or a complex infrastructure to function.
operates at data center temperatures and does not need
special cooling: in other words, it works with digital circuits
* The performance comparison was conducted by evaluating the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) on the Digital Annealer against a general purpose, multi-core,
at room temperature, and fits into a standard data center
Xeon multi-processor system.
rack – or can be run in the cloud – without needing any
specific expertise or a complex infrastructure to function.
* The performance comparison was conducted by evaluating the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) on the Digital Annealer against a general purpose, multi-core,
Xeon multi-processor system.
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